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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Open Access

Development of a diagnostic test set to assess
agreement in breast pathology: practical
application of the Guidelines for Reporting
Reliability and Agreement Studies (GRRAS)
Natalia V Oster1*, Patricia A Carney2, Kimberly H Allison3, Donald L Weaver4, Lisa M Reisch1, Gary Longton5,
Tracy Onega6, Margaret Pepe5, Berta M Geller7, Heidi D Nelson8, Tyler R Ross1, Anna N A Tosteson6
and Joann G Elmore1

Abstract
Background: Diagnostic test sets are a valuable research tool that contributes importantly to the validity and
reliability of studies that assess agreement in breast pathology. In order to fully understand the strengths and
weaknesses of any agreement and reliability study, however, the methods should be fully reported. In this paper
we provide a step-by-step description of the methods used to create four complex test sets for a study of
diagnostic agreement among pathologists interpreting breast biopsy specimens. We use the newly developed
Guidelines for Reporting Reliability and Agreement Studies (GRRAS) as a basis to report these methods.
Methods: Breast tissue biopsies were selected from the National Cancer Institute-funded Breast Cancer Surveillance
Consortium sites. We used a random sampling stratified according to woman’s age (40–49 vs. ≥50), parenchymal
breast density (low vs. high) and interpretation of the original pathologist. A 3-member panel of expert breast
pathologists first independently interpreted each case using five primary diagnostic categories (non-proliferative
changes, proliferative changes without atypia, atypical ductal hyperplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ, and invasive
carcinoma). When the experts did not unanimously agree on a case diagnosis a modified Delphi method was used
to determine the reference standard consensus diagnosis. The final test cases were stratified and randomly assigned
into one of four unique test sets.
Conclusions: We found GRRAS recommendations to be very useful in reporting diagnostic test set development
and recommend inclusion of two additional criteria: 1) characterizing the study population and 2) describing the
methods for reference diagnosis, when applicable.
Keywords: Reporting guidelines, Reliability of results, Agreement studies, Breast, Pathology, Diagnostic techniques

Background
In 2011, the Guidelines for Reporting Reliability and
Agreement Studies (GRRAS) were developed to outline
and describe key methodological issues that should be
addressed when reporting on reliability and agreement
studies [1]. Clinicians’ interpretive reliability and diagnostic agreement are often evaluated using test sets. Yet,
the methods used to develop these test sets are complex
* Correspondence: nvoster@uw.edu
1
Department of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

and multi-faceted. The development of test sets can lead
to inherent biases, such as selecting high-quality cases
only or selecting cases from unique clinical practices rather than random selection from large databases or populations [2-8]. To fully understand the strengths and
weaknesses of any study that utilizes test set methodology, the development of the test set must be fully described and reported. The GRRAS recommendations
provide a framework for doing so.
Most of the 15 GRRAS recommendations refer to the
presentation of study methods and interpretation of
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Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
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results (Table 1). These include describing the diagnostic
or measurement device of interest, specifying the rater
population, and providing an in-depth description of the
sampling methods and sample size for both the subject
and rater populations.
In this paper, we use GRRAS recommendations to
provide an overview of our methods to create four diagnostic test sets for a study assessing agreement among
pathologists in the interpretation of breast biopsy specimens. The aims of the larger study include determining
relationships between characteristics of patients and pathologists and diagnostic accuracy of biopsy specimens.
In this paper, we focus on describing the sampling and
random assignment methods (GRRAS criteria 1–13,
Table 1) used to create the diagnostic test sets, as well as
the demographics of the patient subjects whose breast
biopsies were included in the test set cases. We also
identify and discuss important additional criteria that
would make GRRAS stronger and potentially even more
relevant when test sets are employed. The statistical
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analysis and results of the inter-rater agreement of the
test set cases will be reported elsewhere.

Methods and materials
IRB approval and consenting process

Biopsy specimens for the test set cases were identified
and obtained from the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium (BCSC) registries in Vermont and New Hampshire [9-11]. The BCSC is a collaborative network of five
geographically distinct mammography registries with
linkages to breast pathology and/or tumor registries
[10]. BCSC procedures are Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliant and all registries have a Federal Certificate of Confidentiality and
other protection for the identities of research subjects
and the physicians and facilities that contribute data to
the BCSC [12]. Women enrolled in BCSC registries provided prior consent to BCSC investigators allowing their
archived tissue samples to be used for research [10].
Thus, the research subjects did not need to be re-

Table 1 Current GRRAS Guidelines and Suggested Additions to GRRAS
Current Guidelines for Reporting Reliability and
Agreement Studies (GRRAS) [1]
TITLE AND ABSTRACT

1. Identify in title or abstract that interrater/intrarater
reliability or agreement was investigated.

INTRODUCTION

2. Name and describe the diagnostic or measurement
device of interest explicitly.
3. Specify the subject population of interest.

Suggested Additions to GRRAS

Describe the database used to select the cases
and the quality of that data.

4. Specify the rater population of interest (if applicable).
5. Describe what is already known about reliability and
agreement and provide a rationale for the study
(if applicable).
METHODS

6. Explain how the sample size was chosen. State the
determined number of raters, subjects/objects, and
replicate observations.

Describe the sampling method and the underlying
population of both subjects and raters.
7. Define the Reference Standard diagnosis.

8. Describe the sampling method.
9. Describe the measurement/rating process (e.g. time
interval between repeated measurements, availability
of clinical information, blinding).
10. State whether measurements/ratings were conducted
independently.
11. Describe the statistical analysis.
RESULTS

12. State the actual number of raters and subjects/objects
which were included and the number of replicate observations
which were conducted.
13. Describe the sample characteristics of raters and subjects
(e.g. training, experience).
14. Report estimates of reliability and agreement including
measures of statistical uncertainty.

DISCUSSION

15. Discuss the practical relevance of results.

AUXILIARY MATERIAL

16. Provide detailed results if possible (e.g. online).
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consented for the development of the test sets created
for the current study.
Institutional Review Boards at the University of
Washington, Dartmouth College, the University of
Vermont, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center,
and Providence Health & Services of Oregon approved
all test set study activities. A study-specific Certificate
of Confidentiality (NCI 11–049) was also obtained to
protect the study findings from forced disclosure of
identifiable information.
Test set case identification and selection

All biopsies used for the test set cases were performed
between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2008. Only
excisional and core needle biopsies were used. Total
mastectomy cases and fine needle aspiration specimens
were excluded. Only one biopsy per woman was selected. When multiple biopsies were available from a
single woman we randomly selected a biopsy within a
hierarchical classification of cases with available clinical
history. We prioritized biopsies in which the woman’s
hormone therapy (HT) status at time of biopsy was
known. If HT status was unknown, cases were selected
by availability of information on family history. If both
HT and family history were unknown cases were selected by known race.
All women with a previous history of breast cancer
were excluded. A family history of breast cancer was defined as having a first degree relative (i.e., mother,
daughter or sister) with a breast cancer diagnosis. Breast
cancer history was assessed through a yes/no response
to the following questions, depending on the BCSC site,
on a risk factor questionnaire: “Have you ever been diagnosed with breast cancer?” or “Has the patient ever had
breast cancer?”. A total of 19,498 biopsies obtained from
13,677 distinct women met our eligibility requirements.
Test set cases were selected using random stratified
sampling based on the age of the woman (40–49 vs.
≥50), breast density (low vs. high), and the final diagnostic interpretation of the original BCSC contributing
pathologist who reviewed the woman’s biopsy for clinical
treatment and management. Contributing BCSC pathologists include a variety of practice settings ranging from
private practices in small hospitals to large Universityaffiliated academic practices in tertiary medical centers.
For all potential test set cases, we categorized the diagnostic interpretations of the BCSC pathologist into one
of five diagnostic classifications (non-proliferative changes,
proliferative changes without atypia, atypical ductal
hyperplasia (ADH), ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS),
and invasive breast carcinoma). This resulted in 20 possible combinations of test set cases (5 diagnostic categories x 2 age groups x 2 breast density groups = 20
combinations). Low versus high breast density was
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defined as ≤ 50% fibroglandular (BI-RADS categories 1
and 2) or ≥ 51% fibroglandular (BI-RADS categories 3
and 4), respectively. Information on breast density was
obtained from mammography exams in the three years
prior to biopsy. We used data from the most proximal
mammogram for women with multiple mammograms
within the three year period.
We oversampled cases of ADH and DCIS compared
to national estimates of biopsy outcomes in the U.S. [13]
to increase statistical confidence and raw rates of interobserver variation in areas of breast pathology that may
be more challenging to interpret, are lower frequency
diagnoses, and where disagreements would affect treatment. Population-based adjustments according to disease prevalence will be made during statistical analysis.
Previous studies have shown misclassification rates
among pathologists of over 50% for ADH and 17% for
DCIS [14]. Women in their 40s and women with dense
breast tissue were also oversampled because age and
breast density are known risk factors for both benign
breast disease and breast cancer [15], and because our
a priori hypotheses include that there is more diagnostic variability in biopsies from women aged 40–49 years
and women with dense breast tissue. By design, half of
the test set cases were from women aged 40–49 at the
time of the biopsy and half were from women aged 50
and older, with no upper age limit. Also by design, half
of the cases were from women with high-density breast
tissue and half were from women with low-density
breast tissue.
A listing of candidate cases was randomly identified
from the Vermont and New Hampshire BCSC registries
(data not shown). Tissue blocks and original slides were
requested from clinical facilities in Vermont (n=8) and
New Hampshire (n=8) for review by our expert pathology panel. If a facility did not send the material after
three written requests and two phone requests, we removed that case from our selection and requested the
next case on the list within the 20 selection categories
until we met our target accrual of 425 cases (Figure 1).
Not all cases were available at the time of request. Reasons for a case being unavailable included insufficient residual tissue in paraffin blocks, the facility required
additional consent procedures, or the tissue had already
been discarded.
Initial review of biopsy material

An expert pathology panel comprised of three internationally recognized breast pathologists reviewed all selected
cases. One expert panel member conducted an initial assessment of all original slides associated with the biopsy
received from the clinical facility. The woman’s age and biopsy type (core needle or excisional) were the only clinical
history provided for each case. This expert was blinded to
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Breast tissue specimens available at Vermont and New Hampshire Breast
Cancer Surveillance Consortium (BCSC) registries for women aged > 40 years
who received a breast biopsy between January 1, 2000 - December 31, 2008.
N=19,498 from 13,677 distinct women.

Cases randomly selected for preliminary
review and available from clinical
facility
N=425

Case not included in study after
preliminary review, N=55
- Cases randomly removed because diagnostic, age or
density category full, n=25
- Not enough tissue present to interpret slide, n=24
- Tissue other than breast present, n=5
- Tissue block not available from clinical facility, n=1

Cases reviewed by expert pathology
panel using new study-specific slides
N= 370

Cases removed, N=34
- Case removed due to artifact on slide, n=16
- Cases randomly removed because diagnostic, age and
density category full, n=15
- Male breast tissue present, n=1
- Atypical lactation changes present, n=1
- Ineligible due to age <40 years at time of biopsy, n=1

Cases available for possible inclusion in final test set
N= 336

Cases randomly selected for final test set
N=240

Test Set A
N=60

Test Set B
N=60

Test Set C
N=60

Test Set D
N=60

Figure 1 Flow chart describing test set development.

the original diagnosis made by the contributing pathologist.
After the initial review was complete, new study-specific
glass slides were created from each case’s appropriate paraffin embedded tissue block(s) to ensure consistent staining
and image quality. The newly created slides were used for
the full expert panel review.
Standardized data collection

We developed a standardized histology data collection
form, called the Breast Pathology Assessment Tool Hierarchy (B-PATH) form, which the expert pathologists
used to record detailed diagnostic information about
each case during their review. The B-PATH form included the same five diagnostic categories that were used
for case selection (non-proliferative changes, proliferative changes without atypia, ADH, DCIS, and invasive

breast carcinoma). The expert pathologists were asked
to indicate if the case was borderline between two diagnostic categories and whether they would have requested
a second diagnostic opinion for the case had they seen it
in clinical practice. Finally, the B-PATH form asked pathologists to rate the level of diagnostic difficulty and
their level of confidence in the assessment of each case
using a 6-point Likert scale, with 1 representing “very
easy” or “very confident” and 6 representing “very challenging” or “not confident”, respectively.
Independent and consensus review by expert panel

The 3-member expert pathologist panel (including the expert who conducted the initial review of the original tissue
slides) performed blinded independent assessments on
each slide using the standardized B-PATH form.
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We used a modified Delphi approach [16] to establish
the final reference standard diagnosis for each slide. This
involved compiling the independent reviews for each
case, providing the three experts with their initial interpretation of the slides, followed by a facilitated discussion of features and diagnostic criteria of areas where
disagreement among the experts occurred during a rereview of the slide(s) at a multi-headed microscope. The
facilitated discussion continued until a final consensus
was reached among all three expert pathologists on the
case interpretation. When more than one slide was available for a case, the panel selected the slide that was most
representative of the diagnosis.
Sample size calculations and random assignment of cases
into four diagnostic test sets

The number of cases per test set and the number of participating study pathologists were chosen to provide sufficient power to address the study aims. Using conservative
assumptions about diagnostic variability among pathologists, [14] we determined that 60 cases per test set of glass
slides interpreted by 100 participating pathologists would,
for example, yield 90% power to detect an effect of patient
age (40–49 vs. ≥50 years) on a misclassification rate difference as small as 4.8% when interpreting cases with atypia
and DCIS.
After the three expert pathologists reached final diagnostic consensus, and each case had been mapped into
one of five primary diagnostic categories (Table 2), 240
unique patient cases were randomly selected from a total
of 336 cases reviewed by the expert panel (Figure 1). Selection was performed within cells defined by three
stratification factors in order to obtain the desired distribution of cases across factors. These included 1) case
diagnosis (using the five diagnostic categories on the B-
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PATH data collection form), 2) patient age (40–49 vs.
≥50), and 3) breast density (low vs. high), respectively. A
permuted block randomization method with block size
of four was used to assign cases to the four test sets.
Blocks were defined within strata by similarity of case
difficulty score (i.e., the mean Likert rating on the difficulty level assigned to each case by the three expert pathologists). For strata in which the cell total was not
evenly divisible by four, random permutations of the
relevant sets were assigned to the remaining partial
block. Four final test sets were developed, each of which
contained 60 unique patient cases.
We aimed to create a test set of slides that, as closely
as possible, mirrored the quality and variety of cases observed in everyday clinical practice. We recognize that
there is a wide range of diagnostic quality of source material; our statistical sampling and selection methods
were designed to eliminate or minimize selection bias.
Cases were deemed ineligible only when there was slide
preparation artifact or insufficient tissue present to interpret the slide (n=40), tissue other than breast tissue
was present on the slide due to a contributing facility
supplying an incorrect block (n=5), the tissue block was
unavailable (n=1), male breast tissue was present (n=1),
or atypical lactation changes were present (n=1). The
final set of eligible cases selected may not be considered
necessarily easy or difficult to interpret, or ideal for
teaching purposes because the selection process was
designed to circumvent the type of selection bias that
may exist in typical continuing medical educational
conferences and courses.
The results of the inter-rater agreement of the test sets
and a description of how the test sets will be used to assess agreement in pathologists’ diagnostic interpretation
of breast tissue will be reported elsewhere. In brief,

Table 2 Diagnostic Breast Pathology Assessment Tool Hierarchy (B-PATH) mapping categories for test set cases
Primary clinical diagnostic category
I. Non-Proliferative*

All diagnoses included in primary clinical diagnostic categories
Non-Proliferative only
Fibroadenoma

II. Proliferative changes without atypia

Usual ductal hyperplasia
Columnar cell hyperplasia/columnar cell changes
Sclerosing adenosis
Radial Scar/complex sclerosing lesion
Flat epithelial atypia
Intraductal papilloma w/o atypia

III. Atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH)

Atypical ductal hyperplasia
Intraductal papilloma with atypia

IV. Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)

Ductal carcinoma in situ

V. Invasive breast cancer

Invasive (ductal or lobular or other special type)

*For development of the test set, cases were categorized according to the highest ductal proliferative or malignant lesion present on the slide. When only lobular
carcinoma in situ (LCIS) or atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH) was present (n=2), we categorized cases as non-proliferative.
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approximately 200 study pathologists will be invited to
independently review the test set cases and provide their
diagnostic interpretation. These interpretations will be
compared to the reference standard diagnoses as determined by the expert pathology panel and to the interpretations of other pathologists in the study.

Discussion
In this paper we provide an example of how GRRAS recommendations can be applied to developing and reporting
the methods used to create diagnostic test sets to assess
interpretive reliability and diagnostic agreement. Previous
studies have described the poor quality of research
reporting [17-19] but, encouragingly, research has also
shown that the development and use of formalized guidelines improves the quality of reporting [20]. The methods
that are used to develop test sets contribute importantly
to the validity of study findings. Thus, providing a clear
description of methodological details and standardized
terminology [21] is critical in assisting readers to assess
the strengths and shortcomings of the study findings,
especially as they relate to implications for clinical care.
Because the GRRAS recommendations are new, Kottner
et al. [1] invited researchers to provide feedback on
whether use of the guidelines improves reporting for studies of reliability and agreement, and to suggest updates for
the guidelines themselves. Our investigative team found
GRRAS very helpful in describing the complex methods
of developing a diagnostic breast pathology test set. In
addition to the current GRRAS recommendations, we
suggest the inclusion of additional guidelines for test set
development that may be applicable to other studies. First,
we suggest that data sources for patient populations be
well characterized, both in terms of geographic and health
system features. This is important because if patients are
from a small geographic area (e.g., a single clinic or hospital) they will likely be different from those identified
from a large geographic sample or dataset and as such will
affect the generalizability of the study results. Second, if
accuracy is being investigated, researchers should describe
the methods used to define the reference diagnosis or gold
standard. The importance of documenting this is widely
recognized in guidelines for reporting diagnostic accuracy
studies such as STARD [22]. While some studies of interrater reliability are designed to evaluate agreement, it is
often more clinically useful to understand accuracy. Studies can be designed using external tests or additional clinical follow-up to define a reference standard diagnosis. For
example, two years of follow-up can be used to determine
if breast cancer develops in studies of variability of radiologists’ interpretation of mammography, [23] and echocardiography can be used as the reference standard to assess
the diagnostic accuracy of physicians identifying cardiac
lesion type and severity by auscultation [24].
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Breast cancer diagnosis and treatment relies on pathologists’ interpretation of breast biopsy specimens. However,
studies investigating levels of interpretive agreement when
diagnosing breast cancer and precursor lesions are limited
[8,14]. The substantial clinical disagreement in pathological interpretation of borderline cases raises concern
about over or under treatment of women with precursor
lesions such as ADH and DCIS. In addition, misclassifications alter the study of patient outcomes associated with
effective treatment. The use of carefully developed test
sets provides an opportunity to improve our understanding of interpretive variation and its underlying causes.
Strengths and limitations

Studies of observer reliability and accuracy often rely on
test sets. Yet, the use of test sets, no matter how carefully developed, opens the door to limitations shared by
these studies, including ours. First, the use of test sets
may cause clinicians to modify their opinion to reflect
what they believe is the “right” response [25,26]. Second,
performance on test sets may not reflect performance in
clinical practice [25,27]. An ideal study design might include embedding test cases into actual clinical practice
while keeping the interpreting clinician blinded to test
cases. However, it is logistically impractical to keep pathologists blinded to test cases in studies that involve
large numbers of physicians from multiple geographic
locations and a large number of test cases. Third, as described by Kundel et al. [28] accuracy in many studies
is only implied with the assumption that when readers
agree they must be correct. However, readers may all
agree and also be wrong. There is not a perfect method
to define a reference standard, but studies have found
that the use of consensus ratings by experts show more
accurate estimates of case diagnosis and outcomes
compared to non-consensus trials, even when raters’
bias is considered [29]. By requiring complete consensus of our experts on their diagnostic interpretation of
all of our test set cases, we expect to achieve the most
rigorous reference diagnosis possible for each test set
case in this study.
Our meticulously developed test set used a random
case selection process within specific diagnostic categories and had a large sample size, allowing our study design to modify some of the problems inherent in
previously reported observer variability studies. Test sets
are typically selected with a focus on difficult cases, narrowly selected diagnoses or cases handpicked for unique
attributes or high quality. By contrast, our randomly selected test set excluded cases only when there was insufficient diagnostic tissue on the slide or incorrect source
tissue blocks were supplied. For this reason, the test sets
included cases that some clinicians might interpret as
having borderline diagnoses and cases that may not
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typically be considered ideal for a teaching or training
set, but that more accurately reflect the real-world
spectrum of findings within each diagnostic category.
A unique strength of our study is that the case selection methods will allow us to eventually combine our
test set interpretive findings with data on the diagnostic
distributions of breast biopsy cases from all National
Cancer Institute BCSC sites, which are representative of
the U.S. population [10,30]. Because the study cases
oversampled ADH and DCIS cases we will carefully
model the data taking into consideration the prevalence
of each diagnostic category in the U.S., based on previously published BCSC data [13] and new data that we
are collecting from the BCSC. Study findings will be
combined with other U.S. data to provide population estimates on the impact that alternative breast pathology
reading practices may have on health and resource use
among women undergoing breast biopsies.

Conclusions
The use of test sets is a valuable research tool that contributes importantly to the reliability and face validity in
studies on agreement in diagnosis of biopsy specimens.
The methods used to develop these test sets, however,
are complex and multi-faceted and contribute to the accuracy of study results. The intent of GRRAS is to provide a framework to fully describe the methods by which
a score, rating, or measurement has been determined [1]
so that practitioners and researchers alike can weigh this
information along with the study findings. Formalized
guidance in reporting is welcomed by many researchers,
and the use of guidelines has been found to improve the
reporting of research results. We found GRRAS recommendations to be helpful, and encourage their use along
with our suggested additions to GRRAS, characterizing
the study population and describing the methods used
to define the reference diagnosis, when applicable.
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